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Probable Passages
Probable passages is a strategy for
writing that combines knowledge of story
grammar with the ability to make predictions.
The knowledge base is built on narrative Text
Structure and Prior Knowledge. Probable
passages affords the teacher an opportunity
to incorporate writing practice in an
instructional lesson.

Steps:
1. Teacher selects key words and phrases.
2. Students slot key words/phrases into story
grammar categories
3. Students compose a logical probable
passage.
An example of implementing this strategy
follows, using a passage appropriate for
adults.
• Present key vocabulary/phrases from the
selection (read vocabulary together).
• Explain the five major story elements
(provide on worksheet for students).

KEY VOCABULARY FROM STORY
_shabby old man
petty larceny
police station
desk sargeant
make bond
about $5,000

bag pinned beneath shirt
newspaper reporter
bank deposit
made front page
bankbook in gutter
good little feature

CATEGORIZING OF KEY VOCABULARY
SETTING
police station

CHARACTERS
shabby old man
desk sergeant
newspaper reporter

PROBLEM SOLUTION or NON-SOLUTION
make bond
bag pinned beneath shirt
bank deposit

PROBLEM or CONFLICT
petty larceny

ENDING
bankbook in gutter
about$5000
made front page
good little feature
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SETTING

CHARACTERS

PROBLEMSOLUTION

PROBLEM
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ENDING
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SETTING

CHARACTERS

PROBLEMSOLUTION

PROBLEM

ENDING

police station shabby old man
petty larceny
desk sergeant
newspaper reporter

make bond
bag pinned beneath shirt
bank deposit

• Have students work in pairs or groups of
three to "slot" the words into the
appropriate categories. Explain that some
words may fit in more than one category-group must agree where to place them.
Other words may be added that are not
listed determined by background
information indicating logical predictions.

• Use a story frame for completing probable
passages. Use this structure to write the
story line that has been developed by
slotting the words in categories. One
student may act as secretary, while the
remaining group members help dictate the
final story.
• Share completed stories with total group.

bankbook in
gutter
about$5000
made front page
good little feature

STORY FRAME PREPARED BY TEACHER FOR STUDENTS
EXAMPLE:
Incomplete Probable Passage
The story takes place
is a character in the story who _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A problem occurs when

After that, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The problem is solved when _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The story ends

Adapted from:
Karen Woods
The Reading Teacher
February, 1984
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A LOGICAL PROBABLE PASSAGE
Incomplete Probable Passage
The story takes place

in an'J cit'J pohce jtation

_A iiabh'J old man

is a character in the story who

ij arrejted.

he ij /ound with a bag /u// o/ mone'J pinned

A problem occurs when

beneath hij jhirt.
After that, _ _ _ _ _h_e_i·_j_b_ro_u..:::._(j_h_t_to_th_e_____:p'. __oh_ic_e_j_ta_t_io_n___..:/t~o-r___!<j~u-e_jt_:io_n_:_in~(j_:_·_ _ _ _ _ _ __

The problem is solved when

hij · bank book ij /ound in the (jutler b'J
__!__a_ _ _ _ _ __

- - - - - - - - ~_ _ _!!___

newjpaper reporter.
The story ends

when the dMk jer(jeant releajej the man and returnj hij $5 000.
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